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TENPLUSTHREE My TENPLUSTHREE Philosophy keeps me forever grateful and thankful no matter where my journey in life
takes me. I follow it purposefully and it continues to provide a launching pad for my personal growth and 
professional development. It stretches my creative mind and keeps me focused on my purpose – to help others 
see their potential and their ability to exceed that potential.

 Look for one major growth opportunity once a week – surround yourself with people smarter than you. 
 If you’re the smartest person in the room – you’re in the wrong room

 Focus on the moment - don’t dwell on the past, you can’t change it

 Move forward despite criticism – someone’s opinion of you does not have to become your reality

 Teach only what you believe. Passion matters. Borrowed ideas have no passion

 Obtain an attitude of gratitude - value humility above all. Those who drink the water must remember  
 those who dug the well

 Make WHY your new favorite word – this helps you think and expand and leads to discovery

 Partake in the fruit of failure. Failure is a sign of progress

 Get out of the box - Become a hunter of ideas

 Ask questions – spend time with curious people. Its better to look uniformed than to be uninformed

 Enjoy your life. Simply that.

 WHEREVER YOUR JOURNEY TAKES YOU - GO WITH THIS IN MIND:

 Go convinced that there is a better way to do everything that you do

 Go determined to fi nd out who can help you do it

 And go ready to make things better than they’ve ever been because those of accomplishment rarely sat  
 back and let things happen to them, they went out and happened to things
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